19 September 2014
To whom it may concern
Wedge Holdings Co., Ltd.
Tatsuya Konoshita,
Representative Managing Director & CEO
(Code 2388 TSE JASDAQ Market)
Contact: Yukihiro Yokoyama, Corporate Officer
(Tel: 03-6225-2207)

Our group company in Cambodia had achieved
10,000 of new leasing contact

We would like to announce that GL Finance PLC (GLF), our group company which operates the
motorcycle finance business in Cambodia, had achieved 10,000 of new contracts since its inception. And
the titled celebration for this great achievement which done by GLF on 10 September 2014 had been
reported by several local newspapers. And GLF also released it in English.

Please refer to the following original news release by GLF.

※We also made presentation of latest business situation of our group, at company information session for
investors and analysts on 4 September 2014, and the presentation movie had been uploaded.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAIlNviiYd4&feature=youtu.be
(It’s Japanese version. We’re still in process of making the movie with English subtitles.
Will announce as soon as ready)

***********************************

Phnom Penh, Cambodia – Mitsuji Konoshita, President of GL Finance PLC, has rewarded its
10,000th customer with a 1,000 USD cash prize, as well as various presents such as Honda helmet,
bags and jackets.
The 10,000th customer, a garment factory worker named Ms. Chhit Mengchheang, said “We are
greatly appreciative of GL Finance reward”.
GL Finance has enjoyed a sustained growth since its inception in May 2012, and its leasing product
has become the number one choice for motorcycle financing in Cambodia. “We are very competitive
on the financial service market, as leasing allows a simple, fast and inexpensive process of new
applications. People like GLF because they can apply easily and get a Yes within 24 hours”, Riki
Ishigami, COO at GL Finance said in his speech.
GL Finance is part of GL Group, a regional finance actor with presence in Thailand, Singapore,
Cambodia, and Laos.
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Mitsuji Konoshita, President of GL Finance PLC, donates
the prize to the 10,000th customer and flowers to
Honda dealer Chhoem Neang’s owner

GLF team at the celebration, including Credif Officers and
Managers.

***********************************

Thank You.
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